Summary of the message

This study meant to talk about

(Ghazal in the poetry of Jarir)

“a technical study”

Other purposes without his poetry for several reasons including,

1. The importance of this poetic purpose, which has appeared in a variety of artistic images, the expansion, and detracts from authorized drawn and competently.

2. The majority of studies that have addressed Jarir felt wholly without standing at the art of spinning him pause revealing a close.

Approach to the study:

Technical approach, which takes care of text Aatinaa linguistically technically and aesthetically is about how to choose words and match them to put it in terms of the significance of lexical and structural and their relationship, including before and after both horizontally and vertically, and their contributions to the on Tagged and voice, but he uses sometimes some of the methods of historical and linguistic analysis in order to correct Search optimally.

Content of the study,

The study contains an introduction, preface, three chapters and a conclusion is proven sources and references.